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well to recognise the fact which we cannot alter, and to
abstain from demanding from frail human nature what,
human nature cannot render? Would it not be well for
the Church to impose upon its ordinary members only
ordinary duties ? When the Bernard or the WhiteiieUl
appears, let her by all means find occupation for him.
Let her in such cases boldly invade the enemy's country.
But in ordinary times would it not be well for her to con-
fine herself to more modest and practicable undertakings?
There is much for her to do even though she should
honestly confess herself unable to reclaim the lost, i^lio
may train the young, administer reproof to slight lapses,
maintain a high standard of virtue, soften manners, diil'use,
enlightenment. Would it not be well for her to adapt
her ends to her means ?
No, it would not be well; it would be fatal to do so ;
and Christ meant what he said, and said what was true,
when he pronounced the Enthusiasm of Humanity to be.
everything, and the absence of it to be the absence of
everything. The world understands its own routine well
enough; what it does not understand is the mode of
changing that routine. It has no appreciation of t he-
nature or measure of the power of enthusiasm, and on
this matter it learns nothing from experience, but after
every fresh proof of that power relapses from its brief
astonishment into its old ignorance, and commits pre-
cisely the same miscalculation on the next occasion. The
power of enthusiasm is, indeed, far from being unlimited ;
in some cases it is very small. History is full of instances
in* which it has foamed itself away in utter impotence
against physical obstacles. Painful it is to read, and yet
one reads again and again, of citizens who have united

